The greatest march in history against environmental pollution !
The day that tens or perhaps hundreds of millions of people, in front of them all the
youth of the working-class families have shouted their protests against the increased
escalation and uncontrollable environmental pollution all around the world.
The hundreds of millions of people have been with anger and rage shaking the
streets under their feet against all inhuman disasters and environmental pollution.
All of these hundreds of millions of protestors talked about this huge stakes of
environment which is been imposed on humans , but in meanwhile it didn't arouse
any intelligent protestors desire to any dialogue and discussion between them at all ,
that nobody didn't show any demand to explore the true main roots of all these
environmental pollutions and disasters indeed .
Even worse was the mood of this marching that was the same as the whole existing
world that tragically sinking upside down, inverting the facts that as well as poisoning
human intelligence.
The hundreds of millions of protestors already have inferred and showed during this
protest it seems like that the foundation of the whole environmental disasters is the
governments' inattention for environmental issues !! or perhaps the owners of
capital, the ruling class and political authorities have infected the earth by poison
because of ignorance and neglect.
Apparently, according to the protestors common inference that they believe the only
way to challenge the unintentional phenomenon of the environmental disasters could
be to convince the governments, capitalists, the planners, and decision-makers to be
rationalized and careful about environment and finding a solution for natural
disasters. But the truth is that all these environmental disasters are caused by
capitalism and its destructive functions.
Even much worse was the top and below of protestors desired demands list which
was about the subject of the volume of greenhouse gases increase, also accelerated
the increase of the global warming that must be claimed from the capitalist states to
find a solution !!! All anger of these hundreds of millions of people was summed up
around some kind of deceptive slogans without any radical anti-capitalist criticism.
First and last words of protestors were limited to the reformist demands which
hideout the true roots of environmental pollution made by capitalism and its
malicious functions.
Prior to anything, the real roots of environmental contamination and disasters have
not to be resulted from indifferences , uniform, and ignorance or any lack of
awareness, but in fact, all the contaminations depend just on the profit cycle and
capital accumulation, the true cause of all environmental degradation, and the
capitalism's destructive functions. In meanwhile the bourgeoisie is ruling with the
suppressive machine to guarantee its survival.
First and last words of these hundreds of millions of protestors were limited to the
capital-friendly criticism which is hiding the true causes of all environmental pollution.
Besides, it´s important to mention that the true roots of all contamination and
destructive effects of capitalism on the environment and earth are not because of
any neglect and failure to perform environmental protection tasks. The really and
logically truth behind all that is capitalism's existence based on the cycle of
profitability and surplus-value arising from the exploitation of working-class people.
Also, all affiliated entities, policy - decision-makers do whatever the system of
capitalism dictates. The capitalism inhuman domination on the lives of billions of
working-class people is just possible by poisoning the human thoughts and diverting

the intelligent minds of working-class people and disseminating of superstition,
ignorance and capital-friendly politicians . Capitalism is poisoning the lives of billions
of people by chemical pesticides , carbon, and lethal gases, not because of
ignorance, amnesia, carelessness or lack of experience and knowledge. The
bourgeoisie has done everything against the environment and the lives of billions of
the people with maximum awareness and scientific mastery to keep all process
going on. Besides that , the next very important point is that aspects of
environmental pollution will not only be confined to any rising heat of the earth and
the greenhouse gases.
( due to a well-known saying which says: the one who laughs hasn't heard the bad
news yet ! )
Capitalism is poisoning and destroying everything that has anything to do with
human life in a large-scale by chemical pollutes and pathogenic poisons and a large
series of deadly diseases. the capitalism is poisoning food , clothing, drinking water,
breathing air , land, and seas.
No place on earth hasn´t been immune from the onslaught of capitalism , it is
attacking the nature and plunder of natural resources, destruction of environment in
the most extreme form possible , it is changing everything into garbage , and even it
is destroying the whole nature and organism, extermination of all kind of living thing,
both animals and plants and intensify the global warming and uncontrollable threat to
the whole world, that all of these show their result in form of the terrible huge air
storms, increasing sea level, and oceans . Indeed that long-list of destruction it must
mention that destruction of workers housing on the seasides beaches too , increased
return of epidemic diseases , extensive release of heavy metal particles into the
nature and environment , a staggering increase in waste , wider waste collection in
the seas , expand of widespread deserts with concurrent heavy rainstorms ,depletion
of soil nutrients and its destructive impact on human life and health , increased use
of vegetable pesticides in agriculture and all these destructive effects on human and
animal health , etc. and so on .
We don't absolutely intend to write an article, but it is a pure reflection of the reality
that versus sounds of denial of all defenders of capitalism.
The protestors´ action is worthy of praise but it is very basic and important that the
protestors should be aware of that not be fooled by capitalism's mass media and its
upside-down imagination.
If it ´s supposed to we would fight against environmental pollution, therefore, it must
be a radical anti-capitalist fight against the true origin of all pollution that means
capitalism.
Don't misunderstand us at all!
By chanting and poetry or cursing capitalism , doesn't make any real visible changes
in the world.
We, the anti-capitalist workers of Iran believe that capitalism must be forced to shut
down all plans which causing environmental pollution.
We have to force capitalism to stop poisoning water, food, air , clothes , forests, land
and sea and etc .!!!!
If we're completing sentences with exclamation signs, the reason is clear. Following
up and implement these demands means a beginning of a class war against the
foundation of capitalist existence and this class war needs a power beyond any
power of capitalism, beyond its military power and arsenal of weapons, the machine
of suppression, brainwashing institutions and all forms of the repressive power of
capitalism. This will be a real class war against capitalism, and the goal is very clear

too.
The work and production cycle must be refined from whatever that is toxic,
pathogenic, fatal and dangerous. The right and left reformism who accuse the biotic
urgent demands as a utopia , they are mercenary guards of the interests of
capitalism.
The capitalist states have to be forced to bear these demands, in meanwhile impose
these demands means to begin the process of abolition of the wage-slavery system.
The capitalist states will fight back and will lead a comprehensive war against us, it
will utilize all its suppressive forces too. We also have enough class power and
abilities to change the whole worlds in the interest of our class, because we are the
true creators of all capital, and we can shut down the ruling wheel of capitalism, we
can stop and crush the whole socio-political-economic system of capital. For doing
this, we must unite in anti-capitalist councils all around the world.
The Workers Of The World , Unite !!!
The anti-capitalist workers of Iran
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